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Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
Subject:  Review of outstanding wholesale high-speed issues related to interface rates, optional 


upstream speed rates, and modem certification requirements, Telecom Notice of 
Consultation CRTC 2013-80, 21 February 2013 (CRTC File No. 8661-C12-201303487) 


  


Introduction 


 


1. Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) is hereby filing these additional comments 


pursuant to the Commission staff letter dated April 29, 2013. 


 


Competitors should not have to bear the consequences of the shortcomings associated with the Bell companies’ or 
SaskTel’s use of incompatible DSLAM technology  
 


2. In The Companies(CRTC)29Apr13-5, Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited  (“Bell Aliant”) 


and Bell Canada (collectively, “Bell companies”), have skirted around the issue of whether they can replace 


Alcatel Lucent Stinger equipment with other DSLAMs that do not suffer from the VDSL2 problems plaguing the 


Stinger, even though the life estimate of these DSLAMs is, on average, seven years and most of these Stingers 


were installed between 2006 and 2009. To the extent that most Stingers may have been installed in the earlier 


years of this period, it would appear to be feasible for the Bell companies to replace most these Stingers very 


soon. CNOC does not agree with the Bell companies’ assertion that the Commission could exceed its authority if 


it were to mandate a replacement of their Alcatel Lucent Stinger DSLAMs. Any incidental impact of such a 


requirement on the Bell companies’ retail services is clearly permitted by sections 24 and 34 of the 
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Telecommunications Act1 and would also be consistent with the Policy Direction to the extent that this is the only 


reasonable measure available to ensure that competition is fostered in the markets for both retail and wholesale 


telecommunications services. 


 


3. The Bell companies also state that end-users are not assigned to specific technologies or equipment but 


are assigned by service profile and may end up on either type of DSLAM equipment. They further claim that it is 


not possible, operationally or financially, for them to ensure end-users get assigned to a specific DSLAM 


technology for the duration of the service. 


 


4. If the Commission finds that it is neither feasible for the Bell companies to replace their Alcatel Lucent 


Stingers within a short period of time, nor for them to assign specific end-users to specific equipment, then the 


Bell companies must be required to initiate and fund a modem certification process to ensure that multiple 


VDSL2 modems from a variety of manufacturers are made available for use with both types of DSLAMs 


employed by the Bell companies, in accordance with CNOC’s submission dated April 11, 2013 in this 


proceeding.2 


 


5. If the Bell companies are unwilling or unable to do this, then as a last resort, the rental and sale of 


VDSL modems by the Bell companies to their wholesale customers should be regulated with the rental and 


purchase prices of the modems based on Phase II costs plus a 15% markup. This level of markup would 


reflect the essential nature of the sourcing of modems from the Bell companies only.   


 


6. Moreover, until such time as modems become available that are fully compatible with the Bell 


companies’ Alcatel Lucent Stinger DSLAMs, the Bell companies should not be allowed to charge ISPs any 


diagnostic maintenance charges relating to service issues associated with this equipment. ISPs should not be 


placed in the position of having to pay the Bell companies to troubleshoot modem problems that are caused 


by the Bell companies’ own inferior equipment, rather than issues that are truly under the control of the 


ISPs serving end-users.3 


 


                                                      
1  S.C. 1993, c. 38. 
2  CNOC reply comments dated April 29, 2013, at paragraphs 41 and 42. 
3  As noted in CNOC(CRTC)29Apr13-2, there is no way to distinguish readily between modem problems associated with actual 


defective modems and those associated with compatibility problems associated with the Bell companies’ DSLAM equipment. 
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7. In making these requests (and in response to the Bell companies query in The 


Companies(CRTC)29Apr13-6 regarding whether any ISP is close to reaching an agreement with Sagemcom to 


purchase its own VDSL2 modems or if any ISP initiated any work with other modem manufacturers to certify 


their own VDSL2 modems), CNOC has been, and continues to be, actively working with two modem 


vendors to find modems that are compatible with both types of DSLAM technology employed by the Bell 


companies, but so far these efforts have not borne any fruit. To the best of CNOC’s knowledge, its members 


have also not to date been able to acquire the Sagemcom 2864 modem to date from any source other than 


the Bell companies.4 Thus, the Bell companies’ speculation to the effect that this proceeding may have 


influenced ISPs' efforts to actively negotiate the purchase of VDSL2 modems with Sagemcom or to initiate 


modem certification work with other manufacturers is completely unfounded and should be disregarded. ISPs 


have been, and continue to be, motivated to seek out cheaper modems that are not fraught with the technical 


issues imposed by the Bell companies’ use of Alcatel Lucent Stinger DSLAMs. 


 


8. In addition, despite the Bell companies claim in The Companies(CRTC)29Apr13-7 that their tariffs do 


not prohibit the use by ISPs of other VDSL2 modems beyond the Alcatel Lucent and Sagemcom modems, the 


reality is that only modems rented or purchased from the Bell companies, as verified by modem serial 


numbers, can presently be provisioned with the Bell companies’ wholesale high-speed access (“HSA”) 


services that require the use of a VDSL modem. Accordingly, modems that are compatible with both types 


of DSLAMs employed by the Bell companies can only be sourced from the Bell companies. 


 


9. Finally,  CNOC notes that the $110 price charged by the Bell companies to ISPs for the purchase of 


the Sagemcom 2864 modem is considerably higher than the price of other VDSL2 modems available on the 


market that include functionality similar to that of the Sagemcom 2864 (although no such other modem 


appears to be compatible with Alcatel Lucent Stinger technology).5 Accordingly, the price charged by the 


Bell companies for the Sagemcom 2864 is clearly excessive and needs to be reduced. 


 


10. In SaskTel(CRTC)29Apr13-2 NC 2013-80, Saskatchewan Telecommunications (“SaskTel”) 


acknowledges that it also uses Alcatel Lucent DSLAMs which have compatibility issues. Therefore, CNOC 


                                                      
4  In response to the quote from Teresa Murphy’s blog set out in the Companies(CRTC)29Apr13-6, CNOC has also confirmed 


with TekSavvy Solutions Inc. (“TekSavvy”) that TekSavvy is not able to acquire the Sagemcom 2864 modem from any 
source other than the Bell Companies. 


5  CNOC(CRTC)29Apr13-1 CONFIDENTIAL. 
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urges the Commission to apply the requirements it has proposed above for the Bell companies to SaskTel as 


well. 


 


Modem certification should not be required across-the board for VDSL2 modems; specific problems should 
be addressed with the specific ILECs involved 
 


11. There seems to be a general consensus in this proceeding that VDSL2 modems should not generally 


require any certification beyond compliance with Industry Canada CS-03 and ITU G.993.2. Any additional 


certification issues arise from deficiencies in incumbent networks associated with the use of certain types of 


equipment (such as Alcatel Lucent Stingers) and should constitute specific exceptions to the more general 


requirement. In other words, if there is a specific matter to address with certain ILECs in light of modem 


certification, the Commission should address this specific matter directly with the concerned parties, rather 


than imposing certification or second-level modem testing across-the-board. 


 


12. Contrary to one of the submissions made by the Bell companies in The Companies(CRTC)29Apr13-7 


TNC 2013-80, since a mature VDSL2 standard is now available, where certification (or more correctly, second 


level modem testing) is required or advisable due to an anomaly in an ILEC network, that testing should occur at 


the ILEC’s expense. At the very least, in these circumstances each ISP should be allowed one free modem 


certification per year on an ILEC network, and any modem so certified should be placed on a list of modems 


certified for use with the ILEC’s network so that it can be used by any other ISP on that network as well. In 


addition, where there is an initial lack of choice in available modems for use on an ILEC network and the ILEC is 


the only party that has the detailed technical knowledge required to ensure modems will work with its specific 


network or DSLAM technology selected by it, the ILEC should, at the outset, be required to proactively seek the 


certification of modems that can be used by ISPs on that network. 


 


13. CNOC requests that the Commission apply these requirements to the Bell companies and SaskTel, since 


they have both admitted that modem compatibility issues have arisen due to their use of incompatible DSLAM 


technology.  


 


14. In the case of TELUS, it is less clear whether this process needs to be followed. While TELUS has 


indicated that ISPs do not have to purchase TELUS’ pre-certified VDSL modems, it is unclear whether the lack of 


such certification is likely to cause problems due to DSLAM or other TELUS equipment compatibility issues. If 
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that is the case, the rules that CNOC is proposing for the Bell companies and SaskTel should be applied to 


TELUS as well. If not, no such certification should be required and ISPs should be able to use any available 


VDSL modem at their own risk, as is the case for MTS Inc. 


 


15. CNOC is unclear on certain other aspects of TELUS’ response to TELUS(CRTC)29Apr13-2. For 


example, TELUS states that it has pre-certified one white label VDSL modems for use by ISPs. This model has 


less functionality than a comparable stock item. It is CNOC’s understanding that TELUS has committed to pre-


certify one additional (as yet unspecified) model. It would be helpful if TELUS could confirm this, and also 


confirm that the functionality of the second model will not be reduced relative to off-the shelf units. 


 


16. Finally, TELUS states that “if a problem is encountered with the modem during the certification 


process, and depending on the severity of the problem, the certification process, or part of the certification 


process, may have to be re-started after resolution of the problem, which may include for the ISP having to 


go back to its vendor for resolution”. CNOC seeks confirmation that in such a case, TELUS would not try to 


apply the $9,000 modem certification fee all over again. 


 


The confidential nature of ILEC responses makes it impossible for CNOC to comment further 


 


17. CNOC notes that the ILECs have filed a substantial amount of information in confidence with the 


Commission in response to some of the Commission’s requests for information. Due to the extent of the 


confidential filings, CNOC is not in a position to comment on those responses and must rely on the Commission 


to analyse the data provided therein and draw suitable conclusions in making its determinations in this 


proceeding. 


 


Cable Carrier second level modem testing must be equitable 


 


18. In CableCarriers(CRTC)29Apr2013-1, Cogeco Cable Inc., Quebecor Media Inc., Rogers 


Communications and Shaw Communications Inc. (collectively, “Cable Carriers”) provide their view concerning 


why second level modem testing is still required for all cable modems. CNOC is willing to accept these reasons, 


so long as the Cable Carriers: (1) apply the same second level modem testing and acceptance procedures to ISP 


modems that they apply to their own; (2) allow any modem that has passed second level modem testing to be used 
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by any ISP; and (3) each ISP continues to be allowed to request second level modem testing for one modem at no 


charge each year. 


 


19. At the same time, CNOC would like assurance that modem second level testing procedures are not used 


by Cable Carriers to screen modems for features that should be under the control of an ISP providing retail 


services to end-users rather than a Cable Carrier providing wholesale services to ISPs. For example, features like 


securing SNMP or wireless access are features that ISPs should control. A modem should not fail second level 


modem testing simply because a modem is not configured at the factory with secured SNMP or because wireless 


access has been enabled by default. 


 


Yours very truly, 


 


 
William Sandiford 
Chair of the Board and President 
 
Copy:  Parties to TNC 2013-80 (via email) 
 Chris Seidl, CRTC (via email) 


Lynne Fancy, CRTC (via email) 
Lyne Renaud, CRTC (via email) 


 Yvan Davidson, CRTC (via email) 
  


*** END OF DOCUMENT *** 






